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Needs Assessment – Progress to Date (?? Oct 2018)

- **ToR Dev**
- ** Calls for Consultants**
- ** Selection of Consultants**
- ** Briefing of Consultants**
- ** Implementation**
- ** Reporting**

- **Egypt**
- **Jordan**
- **Lebanon (SESO Mapping Done)**
- **Morocco**
- **OPT (Report Draft Received)**
- **Tunisia (Report Draft Received)**
Needs Assessment – Preliminary Findings to Date (09 Oct 2018)

**OPT**

Participants: 11 / 21 / 8

Date carried out: Ramallah

Preliminary findings:

- More then 66% of founders address their own need
- SESO challenge: Lack of awareness regarding the concept of an incubator and its role

**Tunisia**

SESO Needs:

- Strategic partnerships so to be able to advocate and spread awareness better
- Improve own impact measurement capabilities
- Increased capacity (human resources) to be able to reach into the regions and spread the impact

...more to come
Thank you!

Visit our website for more info:
http://euclidnetwork.eu/

Follow us on Twitter: @Euclidnetwork